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Abstract – The present paper deals with main problems and specifics of engineering, configuration, and considers the use of model positioning mechanism in a wind tunnel. Traditionally, this type of model positioning system is called an alpha mechanism. The main function of alpha mechanism is to adjust an angle of attack ($\alpha$) and sliding angle ($\beta$) for an object of aerodynamic research. This paper describes the optimal configuration of alpha mechanism for AERTI T-4 wind tunnel with appliance of CAD and CAM technologies. Also, the paper considers the possibility of improving an alpha mechanism for a wide range of aerodynamic studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The main method of research, which determines the success of aerodynamics as a science and its wide application in many fields of technology, is the testing in wind tunnels. The wind tunnel is a physical instrument, which makes it possible to obtain a uniform rectilinear steady air flow at a given velocity in one of its elements, i.e., in the test section, where the body under test is placed. There are two main types of low-speed wind tunnels: direct impact wind tunnels and closed return wind tunnels. The AERTI T-4 wind tunnel is closed and its parameters will be characterised in the next section.

The construction and measurement complex of wind tunnel meets specific requirements that provide precise results of research. The model positioning mechanism (alpha mechanism) construction has to take into account objectives, including precise manufacturing, minimal flow influence, ergonomics and as simple design as possible etc. [1] – [6].

All of the above-mentioned requirements imply the possibility of CAD engineering methods, which provide a precise mechanism assembly. To achieve a required design and dimensions of mechanism assembly, it is possible to modify any part of mechanism using CAD software. Significant details have to be manufactured applying modern sophisticated technologies and machine-tool equipment.

Alpha mechanism designed at the Institute of Aeronautics (AERTI) of Riga Technical University fulfils all of the above-mentioned requirements.

II. CONSTRUCTION OF T-4 WIND TUNNEL

T-4 tunnel is an open-jet wind tunnel. The basic diagram of T-4 wind tunnel is shown in Fig. 1.

For air flow linearization there is a wind straightener with rectangle shape meshes made from wood (Fig. 2). The engine and fan section consists of two direct current motors with maximum power of 14 kW and two fans (Fig. 3).

Wind flow control is performed by a variable resistor that allows varying a flow speed in motor power capabilities. Air flow velocity measurement is performed by a differential pressure method using a Pitot tube (Fig. 2) and a digital differential pressure manometer with computer software.
AERTI T-4 wind tunnel has an open work area with firming metal plates that have T-type connection grooves (Fig. 4). It is possible to install a wide range of experimental constructions, including an alpha mechanism and other hardware. In T-4 technical specification list (Table I) it is stated that the Reynolds number for 1 meter of any linear dimension is:

\[
Re = \frac{V_{in} \cdot l}{\theta}
\]

III. BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR ALPHA MECHANISM

The principal task of the research was to create an alpha mechanism corresponding to the following principal requirements:

- reconcilability with internal strain gage balances of the model;
- minimal air flow influence;
- minimal interference between the model and support;
- carrying out tests in a given range of angle of attack and sliding angle;
- precision manufacturing;
- ergonomic design.

The first of the above-mentioned requirements is related to the support construction that allows connecting testing model support with alpha mechanism scheme. The next two requirements imply that the design and shape of the support will not cause errors. Their influence on the flow pattern in the tunnel and around the tested model is considerable. In the general case, these effects are expressed in changes in the velocity and pressure distributions, which are noticed [7]:

- as changes in the average velocity in the test section, which necessitate corrections in the velocity coefficient of the tunnel;
- as changes in the pressure gradient, which create a horizontal Archimedes force affecting the drag, thus necessitating a correction in the pressure gradient;
- as changes in the flow inclination in the vertical plane near the supports, etc.

Precision manufacturing implies the application of CAM technologies and other sophisticated technologies. Alpha mechanism should be tough enough to prevent the rotational displacement of the object of research. By applying these technologies, it is possible to meet next requirements:

- accurate assembly mechanism minimal vibrations during experiments; as a result, it is possible to achieve exact experimental results; [8]

---

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T-4 WIND TUNNEL SPECIFICATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air flow velocity (work area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds number (Re) per 1 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor quantity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric motor power (max)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of fans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan blade quantity (each)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work area dimensions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle cross section (elliptic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work area length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions of the object of research:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wingspan (max)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuselage length (max)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
alpha mechanism precise work – achieving that accurate assembly rotation components get installed without swashing. As a result, joints, bearings, etc. rotate properly (without blocking).

Ergonomic design of the alpha mechanism allows installing and working around the research model quickly and without inconvenience. Also this kind of design allows placing other required hardware in a tunnel work area.

IV. CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICS OF ALPHA MECHANISM

In wind tunnel aerodynamic studies, there are several types of model supports in a work area [9]:

- Tape-type supports;
- Wire-type supports;
- Tough link supports;
- Tough rod supports.

In case of AERTI T-4 wind tunnel, an internal strain gage balance system is used with balance-to-support connection in the rear part of model. This type of model positioning recognizes the necessity for an external mechanism with parametric variation ($\alpha$ and $\beta$ angles).

The designed alpha mechanism fulfils the above-mentioned tasks. AERTI T-4 alpha mechanism is a tough link mechanism with a single side model connection (Fig. 5). This mechanism is placed under the wind tunnel work area for quick access to the model and other hardware.

A. Construction Features

The designed alpha mechanism is implemented by a classic parallelogram scheme (Fig. 6). The mechanism holder elements are arranged under the work area so they do not cause interference between the model and support elements.

The mechanism consists of two parallelograms (Fig. 6): 1- $ABCD$ ($AB = CD$, $AD = BC$); 2- $BEFG$ ($BG = EF$, $BE = FG$).

Supporting joints of parallelogram 1 are placed at A and D points. Arms AB and DC of parallelogram 1 are connected to bell crank CBE, BC side of which serves as a connecting arm of AB and DC arms, but BE side is part of parallelogram 2. When parallelogram 2 moves, B and C joints rotate on an arc with radius R, wherein joint E also rotates on an arc with radius R with centre at point O. Thereby arms DC, AB and EO change their angle around the longitudinal axis equally.

B. Angle Variation

Changing the angles is one of the main functions of alpha mechanism.

To change an angle of attack ($\alpha$) of the model, an electric actuator is used (Fig. 5). This makes it possible to vary the angle of attack, as described previously. To measure this angle, EO arm is selected [10]. It is defined that T-4 wind tunnel air flow axial direction in the work area is parallel to the ground. This statement allows aligning the Earth’s coordinate system with the coordinate system of work area. Therefore, digital clinometers are used to determine an angle between EO arm upper surface and ground level, respectively between model and air flow longitudinal axis.

Sliding angle ($\beta$) variation is performed manually, turning the upper part of mechanism around the base element (Fig. 7).
Sliding angle measurement is performed with a digital angle gage (protractor). There are two planes – A and B (Fig. 7), which were milled parallel when the sliding angle was 0 degrees. To define the sliding angle number, it is necessary to measure an angle between A and B planes with an angle gage. Alpha mechanism rotational fix is performed by means of two fixing bolts on each side of the upper part of flange (Fig. 7).

V. ALPHA MECHANISM PERSPECTIVE IMPROVEMENT

The previously described mechanism is designed for aerodynamic studies in a static position. The designed mechanism can be improved for a wide range of aerodynamic studies, i.e.:

- the determining of rotational derivatives;
- more complex cases.

A. Determining Rotational Derivatives

The fact that various flying apparatus and objects (rockets, airplanes, missiles, etc.) undergo, during certain periods of their motion, large accelerations and considerable vibrations, while the trajectories of their centres of mass are curved, necessitates special experimental methods [7].

Modern methods permit the aerodynamic properties of bodies in a nonsteady motion to be determined experimentally [11]. This is done by considering a set of parameters, which determine the laws of nonsteady motion as a whole, and by expressing the coefficients of the aerodynamic forces and moments as functions of the coefficients of the rotational derivatives. The dimensionless coefficients of the rotational derivative of the first order (2) take into account, with accuracy sufficient in practice, the main factors caused by the nonsteady flow around the tested body [12].

\[
C_y = C_y^0 + C_y^\alpha \alpha + C_y^{\omega_x} \omega_z + C_y^{\omega_x^{\omega_z}} (2)
\]

The dimensionless force and moment coefficients can be expressed through the so-called rotational derivatives, which determine the change in the force or moment, due to the time variation of any parameter [13]. By introducing these derivatives, we can eliminate time t, since the motion of a body having six degrees of freedom is completely determined by the parameters given above and their time derivatives. In the most important cases the problem is simplified, since several parameters and their derivatives vanish [12].

B. Complex Cases of Aerodynamic Research

By improving the designed alpha mechanism in the future, it is possible to carry out experiments with research of dynamic influence between the model and ground surface; the change in parameters of move not only by harmonic laws (also change of parameters of move by any law).

The last capability of alpha mechanism allows implementing the real flight of the model in a wind tunnel. In this case, the signal from model internal balances processing to differential equation system of model in computer. When the signal is recalculated, it comes as a control signal of the mechanism that provides a real flight of the model.

The main problem of a back-and-forth motion is the presence of vibrations and angular distortions [14.] They are caused by guiding arms or swinging arms. Vibrations in the form of parasite inertial forces impair aerodynamic forces. This problem causes errors in experiment results. However, it is possible to use the drives on each degree of freedom in order to achieve a real flight, but it is a very expensive and difficult way [15].

The alpha mechanism improvement implies the application of a simple mechanism with a limited number of drives. It allows achieving a back-and-forth motion without the use of guiding or swinging arms, only by using repair links. For this purpose, one of the Chebyshev’s mechanisms is used [16] (Fig. 8).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

CAD model of the alpha mechanism makes it possible to modify or improve any element before manufacturing. A majority of the mechanism elements can be manufactured
without heavy expenses [17]. This scheme of mechanism indicates a lot of preferences, i.e., reconcilability with internal strain gage balances of the model, minimal interference between the model and support, ergonomic design etc. Also there is the possibility of improving an alpha mechanism for a wide range of aerodynamic studies. Furthermore, this mechanism makes it possible to precisely predict experimental results.
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